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In this paper we address the IT related issues which arise in the multi-fidelity, multi-disciplinary workflow of the
Virtual Product House (VPH) start project. Different stakeholders are involved providing functionality as a service
to simulate the end2end process from virtual design to virtual certification, including virtual manufacturing and virtual
testing. Here, we present our two-fold approach for a collaborative design, implementation and operation of a
common workflow among multiple stakeholders: A common simulation environment and the data tracing. A third
aspect was added to support long-term reconstruction of data. We believe, that the approach presented in this
paper can be used as blueprint for similar workflow settings.
Within the VPH start project workflow, multiple disciplines
are coupled and multiple stakeholders are involved. This
adds another level of complexity compared to using only
solitary tools. The complexity can only be handled, if the
data flowing through the workflow and between the
stakeholders are thoroughly tracked. This can be done with
provenance (see [7] for an overview), which is a special
kind of metadata about the origin of data. It helps to
understand data and the corresponding data flow. Tracking
provenance is common in scientific workflows (see for
example [8]) and a lot of data exchange formats are in some
way provenance-aware or can at least store provenance.
The multiple stakeholder setup of the VPH workflow poses
new challenges with respect to data tracing due to its
distributed nature and tools which are only available via
interfaces defined within the Common Source framework.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Virtual Product House (VPH) is an integration and test
center for the virtual simulation and certification. Within the
VPH start project a continuous workflow for the virtual
design, manufacturing and testing was built which allows
the analysis of different movable configurations with respect
to certification relevant aspects (see also: [1], [2], [3]) on an
aircraft wing.
An important part of the VPH mission is the collaboration
between various DLR institutes and industrial partners,
which is expected to go way beyond simple knowledge
exchange and involves direct interaction with the tools and
data of a common workflow. To allow such a collaboration,
a secure common simulation and data environment needs
to be available which covers data exchange, handling of
confidential data (with respect to both intellectual property
and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)),
functionality as a service and service levels. While there
exists a plethora of different cloud providers which would
cover the service-oriented part and also new distributed
data concepts like Industrial Data Spaces [4] or Gaia-X [5],
there is, to the best of our knowledge, no combined
environment for aerospace workflows, which covers both
aspects together. Since the environment proposed in this
paper allows collaboration and at the same time protects
intellectual property it is positioned between the open
source and proprietary solution approach. Therefore, we
call it Common Source. In the current version of the VPH
start project workflow, there is collaboration between
different DLR institutes and one external university. This
allows the demonstration of the Common Source
environment.

In the following sections, we explain the workflow we used
as the underlying use case, the Common Source approach
and the measures we took to trace data with provenance.

2. THE USE CASE

The VPH start project workflow is a multi-fidelity, multidisciplinary workflow for virtual design, manufacturing and
testing. It starts with configuration files in which the wing

In 2020 the European Union Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) released a proposal for a certification memorandum
regarding modelling and simulation [6]. It defines criteria for
using simulation to support certification tasks. This defines
a strong fundament for certifiable aerospace workflows
from an aviation domain point of view. It describes the
domain requirements when using simulation for certification
as well as some basic software engineering guidelines.
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Figure 1: Excerpt of the VPH workflow from the workflow
orchestration tool. Shown are the first tools of the
workflow (big boxes) as well as the workflow input (left).
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moveable configuration and load cases are defined. The
workflow consists of tools provided as black box by different
stakeholders (both DLR internal and external) which cover
the steps from design to testing. The resulting data should
be used for virtual certification.

stakeholders are shown: main company A which initiated
the development at the top and three subcontractors (B, C,
D). With Common Source company A shares its unfinished
version of the aircraft part with subcontractors (a).
Subcontractor B has his own tools which it uses for
development of aircraft parts. These tools can be integrated
into a common workflow without sharing of source code
using a black box approach which will be explained later.
These tools can be executed by the workflow at the site of
partner B (b). Data from partner C is used as input for
further processing (c). After the workflow is done, the result
is immediately available to the main company (e). During
the whole development process (i.e. during the execution
of the common workflow) data like results of single steps or
provenance information is collected to be immediately
available to all stakeholders. This allows for example an
online health check of intermediate results. Everybody is
capable to analyze the data (d) and draw conclusions which
can be used for further improvements as shown with
partner D.

The tools provided by the different stakeholders are
executed on distributed machines for which the internals
like soft- and hardware as well as the operating system are
hidden to users. Files and directories are used for data
exchange. The tools are managed by a workflow
orchestration tool, which takes care of the data transfer (via
files and directories) and the execution of the tools in the
right order. See Figure 1 for an excerpt of the VPH
workflow.

3. COMMON SOURCE
3.1. Related work

When it comes to concepts or solutions that allow
collaboration but at the same time protect intellectual
property several large-scale concepts should be
mentioned. The first and most famous example is Gaia-X –
an infrastructure and data ecosystem following European
values and standards [5]. It can be described as an open
cloud with well-established standards, self-descriptions,
policies, identities and trust. This vision also includes
collaboration but with ensuring data sovereignty of each
participant which is the main topic of Common Source.

Based on the example given, we define the Common
Source as following:
A concept for collaborative virtual product development in a
decentralized work environment with multiple partners and
special emphasis on data sovereignty.

3.3. Components of the Common Source

To implement Common Source, different components and
tools need to be combined. For the VPH-workflow, the
following was chosen. First there are the participants. In the
Ecomat building in Bremen a common plateau is created,
where meetings between the stakeholders were possible.

International Data Spaces is another approach which could
be positioned above Gaia-X with the aim to foster
integration of data in the future digital economy [5]. Again,
one of the main topics is the control of data by the owner
(data sovereignty).

While the people are connected via direct (and indirect)
meeting options, the tools and data need to be plumbed
together with a workflow orchestration tool. We have
chosen RCE [10] as it allows providing tool functionality for
others without disclosing the source or binary code and
defines simple but effective interfaces between the tools.
The workflow orchestration, tool execution and data
exchange are completely triggered by RCE.

Specialized collaboration software like PLM (Product
Lifecycle Management) is also related which allows
collaboration during the whole product life cycle or
specialized solutions for aerospace industry like
BoostAerospace [9]. Such kind of solutions also allow some
degree of data sovereignty protection. It has the
disadvantage that all the stakeholders have to agree to use
one software incurring additional organizational costs. PLM
is mostly used within one company.

The tools are hidden between the stakeholders in Common
Source but the data is not. Therefore, tooling is needed to
easily access and evaluate the data of each workflow run.
While RCE transports the data while the workflow is
running, we tested different (centralized) storage concepts
like git lfs [11], file shares, SharePoint [12] or data
management systems. File shares seem to work best. This
is mainly due to its ease of use and the correspondence to
the data exchange in the VPH workflow, which is done via
files. File shares and their connection to data management
systems will be followed on in the future. The choice also
affects the way, provenance information is available to the
stakeholders. In the current implementation of the workflow,
provenance is available at the interfaces of the tools in a

We used our own architecture (Remote Component
Environment, RCE [10]) for the VPH workflow, which is less
distributed than a cloud (the servers are explicitly provided
by the stakeholders) but more flexible than PLM or
centralized data management systems while still keeping
well defined interfaces for data exchange.

3.2. Basic idea behind Common Source

The base concept of Common Source should be
demonstrated on an example. Imagine a big aircraft
manufacturer who wants to develop an airplane part in
collaboration with subcontractors. In Figure 2 four
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example, a study on Java libraries found a high rate of
breaking api changes especially in popular libraries which
even increases with the lifetime of the library [17]. Even if
the tool is available, it may be too much effort to setup the
surrounding interfaces and systems to run it in the same
version and environment again.
The workflow is not runnable anymore at the timepoint of
data reusage. The same considerations applicable to a
single tool apply to the workflow in total as a software
defined process. It is even worse because changes in tools,
while preserving the functionality, may change their
input/output formats and render the interfaces in the
workflow useless.

Figure 3: Example RCE Network with various Uplink
configurations

Hardware is not available anymore. There are two aspects
to this assumption: First: The hardware for running the
workflow is physically not available anymore or is too
expensive to setup again. Second: Some tools used some
specific hardware-targeting implementation which does not
work anymore on hardware available at the timepoint of the
data reusage.

4. PROVENANCE TRACKING

Provenance is a special kind of metadata describing the
origin of data. It contains data such as author of a data set,
tools with which it was created or creation/modification
timestamps, etc. Provenance is essential to understand the
flow of data in a retrospective manner as is the case in
virtual certification and data reuse tasks.

Data is kept in some suitable storage. Based on the current
cheap and efficient storage for data (see [18] for exemplary
data from a cloud provider) we assume that data will safely
travel through time. Established concepts for error detection
and correction exists. There is the threat, that tools for
reading the data in the given format are not available
anymore. This can be mitigated by using only such common
standards, for which multiple implementations exists and
which are widely used. The data kept should also contain
the test data which is needed to evaluate the tools and
workflows and the corresponding documentation for the
tools. We do not assume the existence of a common data
management system and therefore refer only to simple data
storage.

Provenance can be recorded for many different use cases
(see again [7] for a survey). The use case determines the
level of granularity needed (see [15] for an example with
very fine grained provenance). There are ways to record
provenance prospectively by source code analysis (see for
example [16]) or retrospectively by recording the steps
which were done while processing the data (see for
example Arvados as a workflow engine supporting
provenance [8]).
Based on our use case, an end2end virtual process for a
certifiable wing movable, we decided to use a coarsegrained provenance approach with retrospective
provenance to provide enough information about the data
and the data generating process to allow data reuse over
the lifetime (may be up to decades) of a (virtual) product.

Provenance, data and documentation is enough for an
experienced person to understand and evaluate the results
of a workflow. With well tested and validated tools (and the
availability of the corresponding test data), it should be
possible to evaluate the behavior of the used tools. The
information stored in provenance should provide enough
information to understand the data flow between the
different tools and thus within the whole workflow.

4.1. Assumptions and requirements

We made some assumptions within the context of the use
case, which drove the technical implementation. The first
three assumptions are pessimistic and reflect the
inescapable decay of software systems. While the decay
can be stopped with sufficient resources, the costs increase
over time and it is implicitly assumed here, that the
stakeholders reusing the data are either not willing to bear
the costs or are not in the position to do so.

Based on the assumptions and the use case, the following
requirements were identified:
Deal with arbitrary (binary) data to support wide range of
existing and future tools. Each stakeholder in the VPH
workflow can add new tools. There should be no constraint
on the data consumed and produced for these tools beside
being files.

The assumptions were the following:
Tools (in a given version) may not be runnable anymore at
the timepoint of data reusage. While this is not an issue
during development of the workflow and its productive use,
it is an issue when trying to reuse the data for decades. For
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Provenance and data are immutable. The Common Source
concept allows to share input/output data and tools
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